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THE EDITOR'S DESK
Summertime at Alcala Park. It conjures up visions of a peaceful campus
basking in long, lazy sun-splashed days. Few students. Fewer faculty.
Bucolic daydreams, yes. But guess again.
This summer more than 1,300 students will attend some 112 classes on
campus, ranging from art appreciation to international economics. Construction workers will finish the east campus housing project next to the
Sports Center , a 157,000-square-foot project which will provide another 156
apartments for students when they return in the fall. Major renovations to
convert the former Camino Hall dining room to a performing arts center and
to add an electrical engineering laboratory and other lab and faculty offices in
Serra Hall are already complete.
And then there is USD 's summer conference program . Between the beginning of June and the end of August, an estimated 6-7 ,000 people will attend
conferences on campus and stay overnight in USD dorms and apartments.
The visitors, who rent campus meeting rooms , eat at University Center dining facilities and sleep in USD dorms and apartments, will generate about $1
million during the 13-week conference season, the kind of income that brings
smiles to the faces ofadministrators charged with balancing the University's
budget.
So while that men ta! picture of a campus dozing through the summer is a
popular perception , Alcala Park most definitely is not a 'turn out the lights
and roll up the sidewalks· kind of place in the summertime.

*****
USD 's crew program, which has grown from humble beginnings to a
dynamic and vigorous present - highlighted perhaps by the men·s and
women 's Cal Cup victories in the 1986 San Diego Crew Classic - was
enriched twice in the spring by generous and loyal supporters committed to
the University's crew efforts.
First, longtime USD crew boosters Paul and Lucy Whittier, who already had
donated two shells to the University, made it three with the dedication of the
Lucy Whittier II in March .
A little later that month , the Kathleen Stehly was dedicated. A gift from
Jerome Stehly, father of six USD crew alumni , the shell is a memorial to
his late wife , whose enthusiasm for crew was contagious among those who
knew her.
USD is fortunate to number the Whittiers and the Stehlys among its ranks
of supporters. They, and so many others like them, are helping to enrich and
shape a university that wouldn't be as successful as it is without this kind of
unselfish support.
John Sutherland
Editor

We goofed
The photo that accompanied the story on the death of Fr. Henry McDonnell
published in the spring "U" was the wrong Fr. McDonnell, as many of our
readers were quick to point out. The photo we ran was that of Fr. Joseph
McDonnell , a current member of the theological and religious studies
department who is in good health , we are pleased to report. We apologize for
the error.

On the Cover: Happy graduates (top row) Rich Yousko , Cris Rossi , James
Potts , Robert Blodgett, (bottom row) Mary Whalen , Eugenia Hudson and
Tammi Durha m celebrate. Photo by Pablo Mason .
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LETTERS
To the editor:
On the very day that my youngest
child turned 13 and became a teenager, a good friend in Los Angeles
sent me a copy of "U" and I was
advised to turn to page 10 of the
Spring, 1986 issue. Be prepared for a
blast from the past, he warned.
Seeing yourself in an historical
photograph over a story about the
25th anniversary of your fraternity is
like one of your children reacting
with surprise when told that Paul
McCartney was in "another band"
before WINGS! Or seeing a ·59
Triumph like you used to drive in an
auto show labeled "antique classic. "
As I read the article memories
came flooding back and I wondered
what had happened to all those thin ,
baby-faced young men with the narrow ties. I already knew that Frank
Ponce had become a priest and that
Fr. Eagen had become a Monsignor
but the rest was a blank. I remembered that Noel Hall always carried a
guitar and assume he is a rock musician and expect to see his video any
day now!
My oldest son is 23 and I have two
grandchildren who live in Sedalia,
Missouri and my 21-year-old daughter lives in San Diego , working
nights as a stand-up comic. She
plans to keep her day job for the time
being. We have lived in Tallahassee,
Florida for three years , coming down
from Minnesota to be the Marketing
Director for Florida tourism . I left the
Division of Tourism a year ago to
become a regional director for
Heritage Company of Gastonia, N. C.
It is a 50-year-old company that publishes books based on the Bible for
families in small communities all
over the U.S . I am involved in sales
throughout the Southeast.
In 1960 I came to USD as the
school's first photographer and
brought my cameras and darkroom
equipment to set up in the basement
of the College for Men . The first year I
was very involved in doing photography of the football team (the
Pioneers, but that was dropped the
second year) and the yearbook. I still
have some 16 mm film I shot of the
jazz concert - called Jazz Ole - mentioned in the article and it has some
snappy footage of a very talented
Frank Ponce. Also on a reel is the sodding of the football field (which was
destroyed later that year when the
Chargers football club used the
(Please see page 22)
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A gift from the heart
Tijuana's Virginia Miranda de Lopez, her husband, their 12 children, a
granddaughter and a niece lived in a windowless room built of scrap lumber
and cardboard. One weekend in March, a team ofUSD students gave up some
time to change some lives.
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USDForum brings drama to San Diego's growth debate
They came from throughout the San Diego region to listen to the first
USDForum - the University's major new commitment to providing a public
arena for debating important issues. If the first forum is any indication, San
Diegans have a lot to look forward to .
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Three cheers (and three commencements) for the class of '87
Spirits were high and ear-to-ear smiles were the order of the day as some
1,250 students received diplomas during three commencement ceremonies
May 23 and 24.
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ALCALA PARK
Traditional values at heart of program aimed at AIDS
By John Sutherland

he AIDS statistics paint a grim
picture for the future .
Some doctors estimate that by
1991 - just four years hence - some
270 ,000 Americans will have the fatal disease , and some 180,000 will have died
from AIDS . Those figures exceed the
number of combat deaths during the Vietnam and Korean wars combined.
Equally frightening , the disease increasingly is becoming a threat to the heterosexual population of the United States.
Experts say heterosexuals now comprise
four percent of the AIDS cases ; that percentage is projected to jump in the months
ahead. A cure is untold years away.
As the disease spreads , the need for a
massive educational campaign aimed at all
segments of society becomes ever clearer.
Which leads to an obvious question.
What role and what responsibilities
should a university, particularly a Catholic
one , assume in educating its students and
employees about the deadly dangers of a
virus spread through sexual relations or
intravenous drug use?
That question was addressed for several
months during the 1986-87 school term by
a USD task force on AIDS appointed by
President Author E. Hughes. The crux of
the dilemma the committee ultimately
faced was this: Most medical experts
endorse condoms as a 90-95 percent effective preventive step to halt sexual transmission of the disease. How could the committee remain true to Catholic values ,
avoid endorsing condoms and thus premarital sex, yet still provide solid moral
and medical advice to USD students?
The answer, quite logically , was to turn
to traditional Catholic teaching. "Our
approach is to explain to students our view
that the only proper moral action is to take
the only 100-percent-safe approach; that is
to engage in a chaste life or a faithful
monogamous relationship within marriage ," explains Fr. Michael McKay 72 ,
director of campus ministry and educational adviser for the AIDS task force.
Tom Burke, vice president for student
affairs and chair of the AIDS task force ,
puts it more bluntly.
"AIDS is a life and death issue. We want
to protect life. Everyone needs to be aware
of the risks involved ...
"WithAIDS,"Fr. McKayadds, "we·retalking about the sanctity of life. Condoms are
not foolproof. To put another person ·s life
at risk - a person you love - is not moral
behavior. "
AIDS may spark students to take a more
serious look at human sexuality and th e

T
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human dignity of each individual , Fr.
McKay feels. "We have a chance to help
people deepen their values and increase
their respect for life," he indicates , "and
there is a lot of good teaching available to
help guide people in the matter."
While that is the moral context in which
the University presents its AIDS message,
the committee agreed that students
should also receive all the current medical
advice about AIDS , including information
about various preventive methods.
That doesn't mean condoms will be dispensed on campus , however. Students
seeking advice about preventive methods
will be directed to the campus health
center, which will provide medical information and refer them to off campus agencies for additional help.
"If a person was planning to engage in
pre-mari ta! sex it would be irrational not to
use some sort of protection, " Fr. McKay
says. "I would consider the action
immoral , but at the same time it would
also be irrational to put another person 's
life at greater risk. "
Another m ajor thrust ofUSD 's educational efforts centers on the pastoral issue.
Echoing a letter issued by California's
Catholic bishops in May titled "A Call to
Compassion ," which calls on Catholics to
treat AIDS victims "with unconditional
love, " the University is educating its
students to avoid categorizing the
AIDS victim as a modern day leper,
Fr. McKay says.
"There is a subtle association of the
disease with sin or with an immoral life or
a lowlife, so there are some self-righteous
attitudes that can be brought to bear on an
AIDS victim in the form of judgment,
which would lessen our initiative to make
a proper response in caring for and helping
victims ." he adds . "A moral approach
would suggest that a self-righteous
attitude in itself is wrong. We should be
doing all that we can to help. "
After spending months educa ting themselves about the disease and wrestling

Tom Burke

Fr. Michael McKay '72

ALCALA PARK
with the dilemmas present in an education
effort, task force members wrote a sixpoint policy statement on AIDS and
endorsed the idea of a formal education
program for the entire campus. Two informational sessions were conducted in the
spring, attracting a total ofabout 100 students. A more intense schedule of presentations is slated for the fall .
Do 18-, 19-, 20- and 21-year-olds understand the seriousness of the choices that
await them?
Fr. McKay says there is a tendency
among college students to feel invincible
when disease is discussed. "But after
listening to our presentation I think they
realize that AIDS is much closer to them
than they thought," he adds. •

Calling all
former seminarians
fyou were a student at St. Francis
College of Immaculate Heart Seminary
in the 1960s, several of your classmates are interested in hearing from you .
Please write to the address below, including your name , address and phone
number.
University of San Diego
Office of Alumni Relations
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110 •

I

Deans' Ball brings
more than $80,000
to students, faculty
hanks to the generosity of 300 of
the University's most ardent
supporters, USD students and
faculty will benefit to the tune of more than
$80 ,000 from the April 11 Deans' Ball.
The gala event is held annually to highlight the existence and work of all five USD
schools. The proceeds , which are divided
equally between the five schools , are
routed directly to the deans to have
the greatest impact on their academic
programs .
"It's wonderful to receive this kind of
support from USD 's friends and alumni
through the ball ," says Dr. Edward F.
DeRoche, dean of the School of Education.
"The proceeds we receive go directly to
enriching the educational experience of
our students."
Proceeds have been used to establish
scholarships in the School of Education
and the Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
Funds generated also are used for faculty
research and development. making it possible for faculty to participate more fully in
the presentation of research papers at
important national and international
meetings . •

T

Kim and Marilyn Fletcher,
chairs of the 1987 Deans '
Ball.

Buddy
statue
dedicated
A life-size bronze statue of
Bishop Charles F. Buddy
was dedicated May 25 on
campus. The statue ,
located east of the new
University Center, was
donated by Daniel
Donohue (making a toast),
president of the Los
Angeles-based Dan
Murphy Foundation and a
friend of the late bishop.
Some 80 priestsfrom
throughout the diocese
attended the dedication,
which capped a special
Parish Day on campus. A
lunch and massfor priests ·
were part of the day's
activities.
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ALCALA PARK
Finn steps into new p .r. arena
By John
h en Dr. Author E. Hughes arrived
at Alcala Park in 1971 to become
the University's first president,
there was no public relations department.
No public relations professional to introduce the brand new University of San
Diego to the community and the rest
of the world.
Enter Sara Finn , a feisty blonde Irish/
German woman with lots of energy and
ideas, and plenty of chutzpah.
Finn already had demonstrated her commitment to furthering Catholic higher
education in San Diego through 17 years
of volunteer work at the College for Women,
which merged with the College for Men to
become USO in 1972.
In 1971, with her four ch ildren raised ,
she was ready to make a full-time , professional commitment to the University.
Sr. Sally Furay, USD's vice president and
provost, introduced Finn to Dr. Hughes,
who hired her as the University's first-ever
public relations director.
Finn kept that position for 16 years.
During that time, Dr. Hughes says she
"made many contributions to USO ."
But he says the contribution that "particularly stands out in my mind is the tremendous job that Sara did in introducing
me to the broader San Diego community as

W

L. Nunes
the new president ofUSD , and my wife and
I to the social community.
"Sara painstakingly arranged for us to
meet a wide variety of people representative of all segments of San Diego ...
"Her efforts and dedication were
endless. "
After 16 years as director of public relations, Finn resigned in June to establish
her own public relations agency, something she has been thinking about doing
for some time. She realizes that opening
her own PR firm in the competitive San
Diego market will not be easy, but she is
determined to succeed .
Her determination is widely known
throughout the campus and among the
local media , with whom she worked daily.
"Sara had credibi lity in the newsroom
because when we heard from her on
University business , she a lways had a good
story to give us and not one that was of no
interest," says Barbara Herrara, a San
Diego Tribune assistant managing editor
who has known Finn more than 10 years.
Although Finn has resigned her position, she intends to remain closely tied to
USO. She will continue as an advisory
board member for the Institute of Christian Ministries and will continue her membership in the President's Club. •

Sara Finn

Dr. Watson bids USD adieu after 17 years
ome 17 years ago a chance encounter
with Sr. Nancy Morris , president of
the San Diego College for Women ,
opened one of the happiest and most fulfilling chapters in Dr. Patricia Watson 's life.
It was Christmas break between semesters, and Dr. Watson, then dean of women
at Marquette University, was in San Diego
to see if any positions were available at the
College for Women. The College's provost
was on vacation, but a fast-moving stu dent secretary ushered her in to see Sr.
Morris. Some months later, when a
position in the counseling center opened
up, Dr. Watson applied and was hired
for the job.
Now, as USD's retiring dean ofacademic
services looks back on her 17-year association with the University, she says: ··If I
could have any job in the country, J"d take
this one. "
She started as director of the Educational Development Center, the academic
and personal counseling branch of the
University. In 1972, dean of academic services was added to her title and her
administrative responsibilities expanded
to include admissions, financial aid, regis-

S

Dr. Patricia Watson
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trar, career counseling and placement,
and the EOP program.
But it was her contact with students ,
she points out, that made her job so enjoyable. "It's the human element that comes
with working at a small campus that made
it so worthwhile . It always felt good to do
something to help a student over a hurdle ."
USO students are marvelous , she adds .
"They're extremely appreciative of any help
you can g ive them . It's been very rewarding
to see how much they change between the
time they come in here as freshmen and
when they walk across the stage at
graduation ."
Dr. Watson 's colleagues say her contributions to USO were immense.
"Dr. Patricia Watson is a superb
administrator ; more important, she is a
remarkable human being, " says Sr. Sally
Furay, vice president and provost. "Her
qualities of sensitivity, compassion and
concern for students have combined with
an extraord inary management style
characterized by a straightforward
manner, level-headedness and clarity of
purpose. Dean Watson is a true educator
(Please see next page)

ALCALA PARK
Coalition lending hand
to undocumented
seeking amnesty
embers of San Diego·s undocumented population seek ing
amnesty under the new immigration law can turn for help to a
coalition of community service groups
whose efforts are being coordinated by
USD 's Carol Hallstrom.
The coalition, known as the San Diego
Immigration Law Coalition , combines the
resources of 16 non-profit groups to help
undocumented persons apply for legal
residence in the United States. The agencies involved include Access , American
Civil Liberties Union , American Friends
Service Committee , Anti-Defamation
League ofB'nai B'rith , Catholic Community Services, Centro de Asuntos M1gratorios , Chicano Federation , Jewish
Community Relations Council , Jewish
Family Services, USO La Raza Law
Students Association, Legal Aid Society,
Mexico-U.S. Law Institute , San Diego Law
Center, San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program, Service Employees International
Union, Local 102 , and uso·s School
of Law.
Among the steps undertaken by the coalition are coord inating the provision of
low-cost legalization services in San Diego
and Imperial counties, drafting proposed
regulations interpreting and implementing the new law , and implementing a
wide-scale public educat ion campaign
directed at potential applicants and the
genera l publi c.
.
'The coalition includes r epresentatives
of non-profit organ izations who share a
commitment to the fair and effic ient
implementation of the new immigration
law,·· Hallstrom says. "It is our in tention to
ensure that the law is implemented in a
m a nner cons istent with the in tent of
Congress , which is to provide a generous
legalization program. ··
Hallstrom is program director of the
San Diego Law Center, the USO-based
center which is a joint venture of the
University and the San Diego Co un ty Bar
Association.
Under the new law, the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986, the
undocumented population was g iven a 12month period - which began May 5 - to
submit applications for legal residency
status to the Imm igration and Naturalization Service. •

M

'87 Davies Award
goes to Dr. Rohatyn
he piles of papers on his desk
undoubtedly are part of USO
fo lklore . but few would dispute the
scholarly ach ievements or intellectual
capabilities of Dr. Dennis Rohatyn. 1987
recipient of the Lowell Davies Award for
Faculty Achievement.
The award is presented annually to a
faculty member from the College of Arts
and Sciences for outstanding achievement
in teach ing, scholars hip and service.
"Dennis has extraordinary capab ili ties
to take on new challenges in a wide range
of fie lds and master them,·· says Dr. C.
Joseph Pusateri , dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences. "His productivity in
research and development and in developing new courses is also extraord inary.··
Dr. Rohatyn , a professor of philosophy
and a member ofUSD's faculty since 1977,
is well known for his "Thinking Things
Through" radio show, heard on KPBS-FM
radio, and his television show, "The Art
of Argument, " televised on Cox Cable
Television.
In addition , he has ed ited or published
five books on philosophy and ethics and is
a member of several national philosophy
associations, including the Committee on
Public Doublespeak. He is an expert on
George Orwell , treasures his inter-disciplinary teaching experiences at USO , and
loves the challenge of speaking succinctly.
Dr. Rohatyn earned his doctorate at
Fordham University, his master·s at New
York City College and his bachelor's degree
from Queens College.
About those mounds of paper on his
desk? They're notes for his ch a llenging
courses in eth ics and philosophy of values,
ideas and scripts for his radio show,
and work from his books currently in
progress. •

T

Dr. Dennis Rohatyn

Dr. Watson adieu
(Continued from page 6)

in the best sense of that word. I will miss
her presence and her advice very much ."
Linda Scales. co-director of the Career
Counseling and Placement Office, says Dr.
Watson was the perfect boss.
"Pat treats those who work for h er with
such a high level of trust and respect that it
brings out the best in everyone.··
Although she ad mits it's difficult to leave
a place she has grown to love during the
last 17 years , Dr. Watson and her husband
look forward to a new life in a retirement
community about 35 miles north of San
Diego. There will be time to play golf, learn
bridge , read and "explore new things,., she
says with a sm ile. •
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ALCALA PARK SPORTS
Netters compile one of best years ever
By Die Doumanian
econd place? It might have
some of his team 's success. "The wins
seemed unattainable at the begincame from throughout the lineup . The
ning of the season , but that's just
team was very evenly balanced. "
where the USD men 's and women 's tennis
Senior Jim McNamee was the men 's
teams found themselves following comple- number one singles player for most of the
tion of their respective West Coast Athletic season , compiling a 37-29 individual
Conference championship tournaments
record along the way. Scott Patridge led the
in May.
team in wins with a 57-18 record .
For the women ·steam . placing second in
Women ·s coach Sherri Stephens says
she was excited about her team's finish .
the WCAC tournament meant finishing
"We played very well ."
ahead of 24th-ranked Pepperdine.
"!twas one of the best seasons we've ever
"It was a big upset to finish ahead of
had in terms of major accomplishments."
Pepperdine ," points out Stephens. "It was
men ·s coach Ed Collins says.
great."
The USD men , besides finishing runnerTheToreras completed the season with a
up at the WCAC championships, also were 14-10 dual-match record , surpassing last
ranked nationally for the first time since
season 's school-record 13 victories. Of the
1982, when the Toreros were ranked 23rd
team's 10 losses , eight came against teams
in the country late in the season. Part of
ranked among the top 20 nationally.
the reason for the ranking was that USD
Jennifer Larking was the team 's top
knocked off both Stanford and Pepperindividual performer. Playing mainly
dine, NCAA finalists in 1986 , in dual
number one singles, she finished the seamatches this season.
son with a 19-4 record in dual matches.
The Toreros finished with a 24-9 record. Aby Brayton was next on the squad with an
Along the way, they captured the cham18-6 mark.
pionship of the six-team USD IntercolThe men ·s team loses only McNamee to
legiate Invitational and finished second
graduation, while the women should have
among 16 teams in the San Diego Intercoleverybody back.
legiate Tournament.
All of which has coaches Collins and
"We had much better depth than in the
Stephens expecting even bigger things
past." explains Collins in accounting for
next year. •

S
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Several athletes honored for classroom achievements
everal ofUSD's best student/athletes
received recognition for their outstanding efforts in the classroom
and on the field this year.
Torero football player Jeff Mansukhani
was named a second team GTE Academic
All-American in the fall by the College
Sports Information Directors of America
(CoSIDA) .
Soccer player Bo Kaemerle recently was
an honorable mention selection on the
Adidas Scholar-Athlete All-America Team
as selected by the Intercollegiate Soccer
Association of America.
In May. Torero basketball player Steve
Krallman was chosen the West Coast Athletic Conference (WCAC) Male ScholarAthlete of the Year by member institutions·
faculty representatives.
"It's an honor to be recognized for
academic achievement and athletic
achievement." said Krallman , a senior.
upon learning he had been honored.
Krallman was a co-captain a nd forward
on this season ·s team that reached the first
round of the NCAA Tournament. He averaged 5 .5 points per game and 3.4
rebounds coming off the bench for the
Toreros .

S
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In the classroom , Krallman carried a 3 .2
grade point average while majoring in
accounting. He earned various honors for
his studies , including being named four
times to the WCAC All-Academic team and
twice making the USD Dean ·s List. He
also won the USD Accounting Society
scholarship .
Mansukhani, a junior, caught 49 passes
last fall as a wide receiver for the Toreros.
He scored eight touchdowns, and averaged
15 .6 yards per punt return and 23.3 yards
per kickoff return.
Academically. Mansukhani has a 3.4
gpa as an English major and is a three-time
USD academic scholarship recipient as
well as a three-time Bishop Maher Scholarship winner.
Kaemerle led the USD soccer team to a
19-4-1 record with a team-high 19 goals
and 10 assists . The senior is USD's all-time
leading scorer.
A biology/pre-med major, Kaemerle compiled a 3 .46 gpa and made the Dean 's List
five times and the WCAC All-Academic
team four times. •

Jeff Mansukhani

Steve Krallman

Kelly Leahy and some of her new:foundjriends.

A gift from the heart
Story and photos by Pablo Mason
am mering nails and sawing boards are not part of
USD 's curriculum.
However, that didn't stop 23 students from
journeying south of the border in March to build a house
for a fam ily living in Tijuana. And a lthough their work was
completed in just two days, the experience left an indelible
mark which will remain long after academic stud ies are
forgotten.
Preparation for the project began back in November,
Fr. Michael McKay '72, director ofUSD 's Campus Ministry
Office , received a letter outlining a plan that would enable
USD students to become involved in a program that
assisted needy families in Tijuana by providing them with
low-cost shelters.

H

Bob Morris of the St. James Mission C ircle proposed
that if students could raise $1 ,000 and volunteer some
labor, arrangements for the purchase of materials and site
preparation could be accomplished by Esperanza , an ecumenical organ ization in Tijuana devoted to h elping the
city's poor.
Realizing the effort was cons istent with USD's
philosophy of concern with social issues , Fr. McKay saw an
exciti n g opportun i ly to bring the prayer community of the
University together in support of the project. In addition, it
would be a good way to get into the sp irit of the Lenten season . The project a lso neatly tied in with USD 's renewed
emphas is on programs and activit ies involving community service.
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Virginia Miranda de Lopez (far right) and part of herfamily.

Candida Echeverria , Kim Domingue and
Jennifer Jacobs

Fr. Michael McKay '72
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On Saturday morning, March 21, a group of students
assembled at Founders Hall. Joining them for the trip to
Tijuana were Mary Ellen Pitard , program coordinator of
the Campus Ministry Office, Fr. McKay, and Al McAllister,
an independent contractor who volunteers his services to
Esperanza.
After crossing the border and winding its way through
Tijuana, the small convoy arrived at the site, a community
known as Loma Bonita. The name means "pretty hill" in
Spanish, but the community is a far cry from anything
Americans generally are familiar with. Most of the residents living in the ramshackle hillside dwellings eke out a
living by sifting through mountains of trash deposited
there by garbage trucks. Rusted vehicles and tires dominate the landscape.
Getting out of the cars was like stepping into another
world.
"All of your senses are immediately affected ," remembers
Kevin Frietas, one of the students who worked on the
house. "I couldn't believe this was so close to San Diego."
Indeed , coming from a life of affluence taken for granted
north of the border, the plight of the Tijuana residents is
sobering. But as soon as the initial shock wore off, the USD
contingent noted some remarkable things.
"People there are much less fortunate than we are , and
yet they find joy in the simplest things ," says Suzanne
LaMonthe, another USD student. "It was hard to believe
that people could live in such close quarters without electricity or running water and still be happy. "
But the hard life of the people is a testament to the resilience of the human spirit and the will to find happiness in
adversity.
Virginia Miranda de Lopez , the recipient of the new
home , expressed awe and amazement as she watched the
enthusiastic group raise the walls of her house . The new
shelter would provide sleeping quarters for herself, her
husband , 12 children , a granddaughter and a niece.
They would no longer have to worry about a leaking roof
and a damp floor , and they would be able to move from the

/

/

Dan Geiger, Al McAllister, Suzanne La Mathe , Matthew Jauregui
andJenniferJacobs team up .

More of the de Lopezfamily.

12-by-15-foot windowless room her husband had built
with scraps of lumber and cardboard.
"When the people from the University and Esperanza
said they would build me a new house I didn 't believe I
deserved it," Virginia said as threatening clouds loomed
over the Pacific. "So the people from the colonia decided to
vote on the matter and I was selected. But I still couldn 't
believe I was worthy of th is gift, so a raffle was organized to
settle the matter. When I heard that I had won , I knew this
had to be the work of the Lord and I accepted."
As the structure took form and the roof was put in place ,
the students got acquainted with Virginia·s family and
other people from the commun ity. There was laughter and
joy as everyone pitched in , some with hammer and nails ,
others just carrying materials and putting them in place.
"One of the rea lizations I made that weekend was that
there is a fundamental human relationship. It doesn 't
matter if you have money or not, or what your background
is ,·· recalls Fr. McKay, "You don ·t have to be afraid of these
people because they are poor.··
The money for the 20-by-20 foot structure was raised by
taking collections during the Sunday masses at Founders
Chapel. About half the amount n eeded was collected during Lenten Sunday liturgies.
Fr. McKay, who hopes to see USD students get involved
in building a house each semester, felt the experience was
invaluable. "Working on this project e nabled students to
get a sense that they can make a difference. It also shows
that the young people h ere really care. Many have ideals
about being of service, but there is a need for direction ;
something to focus on .··
To Kevin Freitas, it was a way to give back some of what
he has received at USD . "I don 't think students put enough
back into the school. To m e this was a way I could give.
For the USD commun ity, the completion of the project is
something of which to be proud. But for Virginia and h er
family - especially the chi ldren - it's a turning point in
th eirlives. •

The structure
rose quickly
as everyone
pitched in .
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USDForum brings drama to
h e exc itement and tension built , s lowly but surely,
as curta in t ime drew nearer.
Stage hands quickened their pace. Technical staff
scurried to make last minute ligh ting adjustments .
Cameram en checked and double checked their angles . An
observer could almost feel the sweaty-palm-syndrome that
strikes casts and crews on opening nights everywhere.
As the theater gradually filled to near capacity, the murmurs of an audience expectan tly awaiting the unknown
reach ed the fidgety performers backstage.
And then, finally, the program began. After mon ths of
preparation, USD"s first in a series of aggress ive public policy debates was under way at San Diego 's s leek downtown
Lyceum Theatre.
The first USDForum , as the debates are to be called ,
addressed the question of growth in San Diego. "Should a ll
local governments in the San Diego region adopt a coordinated growth management plan which actively limits
growth?" is the way framers of the May 13 debate put
the question.
It was a question guaranteed to spark fireworks. And it
did.
The forum unfolded in a manner sim ila r to public
television's 'The Advocates " program. Recognized experts
on both sides of the issue were questioned on the
"witness stand" by USO School of Law faculty. Professor
Richard Wharton represented the growth m anagement
forces, while Professor Hugh Friedman lead the anticontrols side .

T

Former San Diego council man Fred Schnaubelt argues

infavor of a free market system .

School of Law Dean Sheldon Krantz
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Advocates of a growth management plan argued that not
instituting growth controls w ill prolong the ills San Diego
a lready faces from rapid development: crowded freeways
and schools , frequent sewage spills and unclean ai r.
Opponents of government managed growth counte red
that artificial building limitations designed to s low down
growth would only lead to unemployment and drive up the
cost of housing, depriving many of the opportunity to own
their own home.
"We are in a state of crisis," said Lynn Benn, who chairs
the Sierra Club 's land-u se task force and was one of two
witnesses called by Wharton . "Our services are diminishing, raw sewage is spilling into our water, the a ir quality is
worsening - our whole quality of life is at risk."
Fred Schnaubelt, former San Diego city councilman ,
one of two w itnesses who testified aga inst government
controls, said the issue is not growth , but who plans it.
"The free market should make the decisions ," he claimed.
"Local government is advocating planned chaos , and it
creates more problems th an it solves - soon we'll have to
wait in line for housing."
Former Del Mar city attorney and land-use expert
Dwight Worden 74 argu ed that the public already is

'1

J

1

San Diego growth debate
Following the debate, a panel of community participants
serving as a jury of sorts voted 4-3-1 in favor of growth controls. Audience members who completed a ballot distributed at the beginning of the forum voted by a 176 to 89
margin in favor of growth controls as well.
The idea for the USDForum program sprang from a
feeling on campus that there were no established forums
of high quality to debate and discuss significant issues
facing San Diego. USO President Author E. Hughes and
School of Law Dean Sheldon Krantz, who chairs the forum
planning committee , agreed la st summer tha t the idea ofa
continuing forum to debate significant issues facing San
Diego met the University's objective of serving the community and would help San Diegans build a better future for
themselves .
In an effort to make the growth debate access ible to as
much of the community as possible, study guides soon will
be made available to schools, policy makers and the
general public. The two-hour program also was videotaped
by Southwestern Cable Television and broadcast in June .
Copies of the tape are available to individuals by contacting the Office of Communications, USO, Alcala Park ,
San Diego, CA 92110 .
The forum committee plans to continue the debate
series during the next academic year. Public morality, border issues and airport location are among the topics under
consideration. Ideas for future debates also maybe mailed
to USDForum , Office of Communications, University of
San Diego, Alcala Park, San Diego , CA 92110. •

Law professor Richard "Corky " Wharton, attomeyfor the
growth managementjorces , emphasizes a point.
demanding limits on growth, as seen in managed growth
initiatives recently adopted by voters in Carlsbad , Oceanside and Vista.
"Those who espouse a free market are just copping out,"
Worden said. "The inevitable result of that is that a
desirable area like San Diego draws people un ti! it deteriorates so much that people don 't want to come here ."
Worden suggested implementing a one and a half to twoyear building moratorium until city and county officials
can devise and implement a new, effective plan.
Kim Kilkenny, legislative counsel for the Construction
Industry Federation, the other witness representing the
anti-controls forces, said a moratorium on growth would
result in 150,000 to 200 ,000 workers , mostly in middle
income positions , losing their jobs. He also forecast a jump
in the county's unemployment rate to 14 percent from the
current 6 percent level.
"Everyone will suffer with that kind of scenario, " he said.
Kilkenny said the city's current growth management
plan is reasonably well designed , but fails in its implementation stage. "The failure is in implementaton - developer
fees are paid , they're just not transferred into making
enough facilities ," he pointed out.

Professor Wharton summarizes his case as a jury of community representatives listens.
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Three
cheers
(and three
commencements)

for the
Class of '87
ostly cloudy skies cou ldn ·t dampen the cheery
mood and ebullience that swept through Torero
Stadium May 23 and 24 as some 1,250 students
celebrated the annual rite of graduation during three separate outdoor commencement ceremo n ies.
Balloon bouquets, confetti and ear-to-ear smiles - from
graduates and their proud admirers - were the order of
the day.
At the undergra duate ceremony, USD President Author
E. Hughes described graduation as a b ittersweet time .
;Today it's a triumph for graduates, but it's also a passage. Today you begin life anew and on your own," he said.
"Take time to appreciate the combined efforts of so many
that brought us here today. "

M

*****
The School of Law awarded 260 degrees on May 23 , wh ile
250 graduate students from the Coll ege of Arts a nd
Sciences and the schools of Business Ad min is tration ,
Education and Nurs ing received diplomas during the
morn ing of May 24.
The weekend was capped with the May 24 undergraduate afternoon ceremony, at wh ich 740 students
jo ined USD's alumni ranks .
The new graduates boost the University's total alumni
populat ion past the 18,000 mark .
**

***

Shopping center developer Ernest Hahn - best known
locally for h is development of Horton Plaza and North
County Fa ir in Escondido - received an honorary doctor
of humane letters d egree at the undergraduate ceremony.
Ha hn , vice chairman of the Univers i ty·s Board of Trustees. was honored for his ph ilanthropic and civic commitm ent to San Diego a nd for his incorporation of high ethical
standards into both his personal and professional life .
"His hallmark may bes t be seen in his own words. 'When
I talk to young people ... I talk about integrity, sincerity and
moral ity. Those are our bas ic principles,.,. reads part of the
citation presented to Hahn .
In h is short address to th e g raduates , Hahn u rged his
Robe rt Blodgett

,.

Newly-hooded Dr. Nancy Royal

A family celebration

listeners to be curious and to look at life with an open
mind . "Do things that you may want to do that are interesting for you bu twill help others," he said. "A human mind is
like a parachute. It doesn 't do any good until you open it."

*****
Mary Warburton and Steve Krallman received a standing
ovation from their classmates when they were announced
as the 1987 recipients of the Alcala Leadership Awards at
the undergraduate commencement. The awards honor
two students who have demonstrated outstanding leadership during their USD years .
Named valedictorians were Toni Marie Gallo Sm ith
among the undergraduates , Kristina Ryder Orr among
non-law graduate students and Theodore Boutrous Jr.
among law graduates.
****

Ernest Hahn

Dr. Alexander George

*

Boris Bittker. a Yale Law School professor since 1946 ,
was presented with an honorary degree from the School of
Law. Bi ttker was honored as "a man not only of exceptional
scholarly achievements, but a scholar who has made a difference in the way in which a major field of law has been
defined and debated . He has also served as a role model and
standard bearer for a whole new generation of tax scholars
and teachers. "
Bittker is one of the United States· most distinguished
scholars in the fie ld of federal taxation. His publications
are frequentl:Y cited by the U.S. Supreme Court.
*

****

Honored at the graduate commencement was Dr.
Alexander George, Graham H. Stuart Professor of International Relations and Political Science at Stanford
Un iversity.
Dr. George's career has been dedicated to teaching and
government service , ranging from the Federal Communications Commission to the United States Office of Military
Government for Germany. He has published 10 books ,
with the emphasis of his most recent work on relations
between the United States and the Soviet Union. •

Toni Marie Gallo Smith

Francis Bennett

ALUMNI POTPOURRI
Come on home
for Homecoming '87
November 13-15
hree days featuring a lot of reminiscing and some guaranteed-toplease activities are in store for
a lumni who make it back to Alcala Park for
Homecoming activities November 13-15.
If that's not enough, special get-togethers for reunion classes are in the planning stages , and discount hotel rates are
available for grads from out of town .
Alumni from all classes are invited and
encouraged to attend all the weekend festivities , accord ing to Steve "Swooper"
Gauvin '84 and Elaine Dawson '65, Homecoming co-chairmen. "We're working very
hard to make all of the activities more
affordable this year," they point out, "in an
effort to make this the biggest and most
successful Homecoming weekend ever. "
Several new even ts will make the ir debut
on the Homecoming schedule. Among
them : a golf tournament, a Canyon Turkey
Run featuring both a three-mile run and a
one-mile fun run, and a Mexican fiesta
buffet dinner.
The weekend is scheduled to begin with
the golf tournament during the afternoon
of Friday, November 13. The tourney at the
Mission Bay Golf Course will be open to
both alumni and current USD students.
On Saturday morning, running
enthusiasts can choose between the threemile and one-mile fun run in the Canyon
Turkey Run being organized by women 's

T

You can picnic
at USD July 18
umm ertime is a time for picnics and
outdoor recreation - no doubt about
it. So how about a summer USD
alumni picnic?
That's exactly what is planned for July
18 , right on the USD campus . On that date
all a lumni are invited to come to the University for a little summer fun featuring
barbecued hot dogs and h amburgers , volleyball , a chance to visit with classmates
and other activities .
Charge for the picnic, which will begin
at 1 p.m. and continue all afternoon at
the Sports Center, is $6 per person.
Michael Fowlkes '83 is heading up the
planning for the event.
If you plan to attend the picnic , please
send a check for $6 per person, payable to
USD Alumni Association , to Office of
Alumni Relations, USD, Alcala Park , San
Diego, CA 92110. Deadline for reservations
is July 10.
For more information , contact the Office
of Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819. •

S
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swim coach Gary Becker. Those who prefer
a more creative pursuit will be invited to
help decorate the alumn i float that will participate in halftime ceremonies at Saturday afternoon 's football match-up.
Alums then will be on their own to eat
lunch in the new University Center, to
revisit familiar campus haunts or to
explore new campus structures.
The annual Homecoming football game
will kickoff at 1 :30 p. m . at Torero
Stadium. The clash will feature USD 's
Toreros against Menlo College.
Saturday night the Mexican fiesta ,
which is being planned as a joint celebration with current students , will unfold in
the University Center. Dancing will
follow dinner.
The weekend will be capped on Sunday
with an 11 a . m . mass in Founders Chapel ,
followed by an elegant brunch.
Alumni from the classes of 1982, 1977,
1972, 1967 , 1962 who wish to plan special
class reunion events s hould contact Joan
Murry, director of alumni relations , at
(619) 260-4819. Interest should be expressed soon so that planning may be completed for the special activities.
More information on times, places and
costs , as well as other Homecoming
details , will be mailed to alumni soon. For
more information , contact the Alumni
Relations Office. •

The Alumni Association
plans to enter afloat in the
Homecoming parade again
th is yearfollowing last
year's succeseful debut of
an alumni entry.

,.

ALUMNI POTPOURRI
Career network
new tool for
alumni, students
ou 're a marketing representative in
San Diego who thinks you can
advance your career by moving to
the Pacific Northwest. Trouble is, you don't
have any contacts in the Northwest.
What are you going to do?
Well, thanks to a group of hardworking
alumni , soon you'll be able to visit the
Office of Alumni Relations or the Career
Counseling and Placement Office on campus, flip through a copy of the new Alumni
Career Network guide, and find the names ,
phone numbers and addresses of several
USD alumni working in the marketing
field in the Northwest. Alumni from outside the San Diego area will be able to call
and receive the same type of information.
The guide is a longheld dream of several
alums, many of whom have seen firsthand
the effectiveness of career directories published by other universities .
"It's a wonderful tool," says Anne Winters
'82, one of those who helped Alumni Relations Director Joan Murry compile the first
draft ofUSD's directory. "At Notre Dame
University, USC and Creighton, graduating seniors or those a few years out of
school can look up an alum in almost any
field in almost any city in the country. It's a
great way to build an alumni network and
help alumni advance their careers at the
same time ."
The first draft of the directory contains
the names , position descriptions, job
responsibilities , telephone numbers and
actresses of more than 300 alumni from
Los Angeles to New York. Alumni Director
Murry encourages alumni not yet listed in
the directory to send information about
themselves to her immediately for indusion in the directory's final draft.
"The names of most of the people in the
directory now were comp iled from the
alumni survey we did in the spring of'86, "
she says. "We'd like to add many more
names to the listing." Information submitted by July 31 will be included in the final
draft, which is scheduled to be published
late in the summer.
For students , the directory will serve as a
link between campus and the working
world . As tu dent interested in accounting,
for example , will be able to call an alum
working in the field for career advice.
Alumni who have helped organize the
material, in addition to Winters, include
Alumni Association board of directors
Chris (Lynch) Muecke '78 M. Ed., Jan
Mulligan '78, '81 (J.D.) ; Michael Liuzzi '76,
'80 (J .D.). '83 (LLM) ; and Larry McDonald
'85 MBA.

Y

USD students learn some insights about investment managementjrom
AlumniAssociationPresidentCharles King '62 , during Career Day
March 25 on campus. Some 500 students and alumni participated in
this year's event.

Alumni interested in being listed in the
directory should write to Murry at Office of
Alumni Relations , USD, Alcala Park, San
Diego , CA 92126 . Those interested in
using the directory may call Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819 or Career
Counseling at 260-4654. •

Aquatic Center
offers new programs
he Mission Bay Aquatic Center which serves the alumni, students
and staff of all San Diego universities
and colleges - recently expanded its
alumni program.
The expanded offerings include an
equipment rental prog ram which allows
qualified users to rent sailboats and sailboards for sailing on the bay. The Center
also hosts picnics and banquets, and has
rooms available for meetings and other
group functions .
Instruction is offered in a variety of
sports , including sailing, waterskiing ,
surfing, windsurfing, rowing, scuba
diving and kayaking. Most classes are
offered on weekends. The Center also conducts summer classes for children.
For more information about the Center's
programs , phone 488-1036 or stop by the
facility at 1001 Santa Cla ra Point on
Mission Bay. •

T
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Nominations due
September 1
for Buddy Award
o you know of a classmate who has
made a significant contribution
to the field in wh ich he or she works
and has also served the community
and the University unselfish ly since
graduation?
A person fitt ing that description is the
current obj ect of a search by the Alumni
Association. When the search is concluded , a recipient for the Alumni Association 's most prestigious award - th e 1987
Bishop Charles F. Buddy Award - will
have been d iscovered.
The award , wh ich honors the memory of
the late Bishop Buddy, a co-founder of
USD , will be presented at the December 8
a lumn i mass in Founders Chapel.
Alumni with nom ination ideas should
complete the nomination form below or
write a short nominating letter and mail it
to Joan Murry, Director of Alumn i Relations , USO , Alcala Park, San Diego, CA
92110. Deadli ne for nom inations is
September 1. An a lumni comm ittee w ill
review the nominations subm itted and
choose the recipient of the award .
Past winners include Tom Spencer '77,
Fr. Douglas Regin '66, Maureen (Pecht)
King '64 , Fr . Neal Dolan '60 , David
Clements '77, Francis "Ned"Wilson '62, Fr.
Ben Carrier, Rosemary (Masterson )
Johnston '70, Jose Flores '75 (M.A. ), Trudy
(Crampton) Fabian "58, John Rodee ·53
and J. Fred Widmer "63.
For more information , contact the
Alumni Relations Office at (6 19)

D

G reat American Savings Bank of San D iego helped USD stu den ts
relieve th e stress of spri ngfina ls w h en th e bank sponso red a
"Fina ls B reak Nig h t" May 12. Ca mpus do r mitory a n d apart m e n tdwell i ng stude n ts each received a boxfi lled with such stu dy break
goodies as crack e rs, oranges and candy, and a cup wish i ng th e m
Lucic d u ri ngfina ls. Go ld ie (Sinegal) Dustman '75 (left}, was one of
severa l a l umn i w h o h elped h and out the treats.

Ex-hoop coach
Woolpert dies
he USD community recently lost a
good friend with the death of Phil
Woolpert, former Torero ath letic
director and basketball coach.
Woolpert died May 5 of cancer. He came
to Alcala Park in 1962 as basketball coach
and ath letic director after coach ing at the
University of San Francisco, where he won
NCAA championsh ips in basketball in
1955 and 1956.
'"He was a big factor in USO being w h at it
is today ,,. according to longtime baseball
coach John Cunningham , who was hired
at USO by Woolpert. "Ph il came at a time
when the USD College of Men was struggli ng. He lent instant cr edibility to the
ath letic program and the school. His personal integrity and profess ional manner
were just unquestioned ."
Wool pert coached b asketball at USO for
seven sea sons b efore giving up tha t
position. He remained at USD as athletic
director unti l 1972. •

T

Phil Woolperl
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260-48 19. •
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name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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I
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I
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I
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CLASS NOTES
1957
Esther Jordan sends her greetings to a ll

in the class of 1957 on the occasion of
your 30th ann iversary. Esther resides in
Texas.
1962
Our condolences to Tim Leyden , whose
wife, Myo Ann, died in June after a horse
riding accident.
1964
Tony Caputo received his J.D. at USO in

1968 and practices law in San Diego. He
and his wife, Kathy, have two ch ildren.

Canedo is a real estate broker fo r Century

1976

21. She and David have been married for
20 years and live in Bonita, Calif. They
have three ch ildren, Gia Marie, 17, Keri
Ann and Kimberly Ann, 12 ... Mary
(Brooke) Quinn has been active in her
parish teaching CCD , on the parish council. etc. She, her husband and chi ldren
reside in San Diego ... Teresa (Soler)
Thorpe and her husband live in Kentucky
and have three children. She says "horse
country" is beautiful. . .Beatriz (de la
Vega) de Imez lives in Tijuana with her
husband and their three children .

David Rossi is a watchmaker and owner

1970
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston was

1966
Mary Pat McNally is a chemist at

Mycogen. She lives in San Diego.
1967
Joylee (Loftis) Davidson is an R.N. and is

director of Central Montana family planning. She and her husband , Dale, and
lheir fami ly live in Lewistown , Montana .. .Judi (Banks) Bates is a remedial
reading teacher at Crown Valley Elementary School. She has published two "how
to·· books on making original teddy
bears ...Kathleen (Schweizer) Smith and
her husband , Raymond, and family are
back in the San Diego area but awa iting
orders. She is in her eighth year of teaching .. . Mary Lou Lutes-Essery was remarried on Valentine·s Day 1987 and travels
with her husband. They live in Fountain
Valley, Calif.. .Diana (Doerr) Klink is a
s ubstitute teacher. She and her husband, Fred, and children live in Rancho
Palos Verdes, Calif. ..Nora Blay is currently working in health care adm inistration, marketing and planning in the Bay
area .. .Anna (Pitrone) Russo and her husband live in Negaunee, Mich. with their
two ch ildren . Anna is involved with the
CCD program, th e renew program and is
a eucharistic minister in her parish. She
is also involved with a family-owned business .. .Julie (Flores) Robbins lives in
Arizona with her husband, Peter, and
four-year-old Alicia. She previously lived
and worked in London, Munich , France ,
Mexico Cily, New York, Los Angeles and
Boston as a translator. ..Marcy (King)
O'Rourke is the secretary for the Sutter
County emergency services director. She
and her family li ve in northern California .. .Susan (Bell) Clark is a teacher for
the early intervention class (severely
handicapped, ages three-six) in Corvallis,
Ore .. .Carol Jones . her husband. William, and chi ldren,
William Robert , 16. and Sarah Therese,
12, live in San Diego ... Mary Anne
(Bramanti) Mele is an executive secretary
for the city of Chicago Heights police
department. She and Freel have one child.
Christoph er Jude. 15. She says "she
wishes she could have come to San Diego
for the 1967 reunion." Diane (Gallagher)

the instigator at Our Lady of Grace
Ch urch in helping the homeless. Her
church is providing 12 men with overnight lodging in their youth room. Our
Lady of Grace Ch urch is one of four East
County churches that furnishes overnight shelter on a two-week rotating
basis.
1972
Anna-Marie Glowak sponsored, for the

second year in a row , the La Jolla Easter
Hat Promenade. The parade wound its
way along Prospect St. and ended at the
Colonial Inn , where prizes were awarded.
Anna-Marie is a real tor-associate with
Coldwell Banker. ..Michael Ferrua has
been named by Delta Air Lines as station
director at Los Angeles International Airport. He has been Western regional director of stations for the Los Angeles region
s ince 1982. In his new position , Michael
will be responsible for Delta's passenger
and cargo services to Los Angeles .
1973
Timothy Hermsen and M .Deirdre (Kennedy) Hermsen '72 moved to Grants

Pass . Ore. in June of 1986. Tim is the
coordinator/readjustment counseling
therapist for the Veterans Administration Vietnam Veterans Outreach Center.
He serves a ll of southern Oregon and
much of the area of northern California.
Dee closed her graph ic design business
and now works as a freelance writer.
Their sons . Owen, 9 , a nd Liam. 6. are
enjoying the Oregon rivers and forests.

of a jewelry store in Chula Vista ,
Calif.. .Judy (White) Cadillo works for
UCSD in the recreation department. She
is expecting a child in October. . .John
Jakubczyk and his wife, Petra. celebrated the birth of their third child . Jamie
Nicole, December 8 , 1986. The other children are Kristan, three . and John II , two.
John has formed a public interest law
organization known as Southwest Life &
Law Center to channel his pro life legal
ene rgies. He remains active on the
Arizona Right to Life Board of Directors.
John was recently honored with the 1987
"Protector" award in Ch icago by the Pro
Life Action League ... Lisa Unamuno and
John Turner '77 celebrated the birth of
their second daughter. Justine. in March
1987. Lisa, John , Justine and Laurel,
three, live in Pt.Loma. John is a partner
with th e firm of Asaro and Keagy and Lisa
will return to her part-time law practice
in June.
1977
Samuel (Sandy) Kahn and his wife, Mary,

an noun ce the birth of their second child
born in April 1987, Michael James ...
Randy and Laurel (Potter) Klotz have
recently moved from Laguna Nigel back to
San Diego ... Robert Clover II is presently
writing his thesis for an S.T.L. degree in
moral theology at the Catholic Universty
of America. Washington. D.C. Robert is a
Catholic priest with the diocese of San
Bernardino ... Dr. Joan Steidinger does
marriage and fam ily counseling in
Conco rd , Calif... Charles LiMandri is an
attorney with Lillick, McHose and Charles
in San Diego. He is a member of th e
Alumni Board ofDirectors ... Chris
Trelese is a clinical nurse specialist with
San Diego V.A. Medical Center. She published an article in Nursing Economics,
September 1986. "A Cost Effective
Approach to Wound Care ...
1978
Rita Prober is now Rita ProberHutchins .. .Doug and Bambi Sales are

eiqJecting their first child in September.
Doug is director offinancial planning and
orchard properties. a position he
obtained following a year and a half
internship at the Stehly ranch.

1974
Gregory Bianco is a practicing attorney

in Mission Hills. He also owns a Centre
C ity property management company and
Mission Hills Escrow Corporation. He will
be doing a real estate development project
near USO in 1987.
1975
Christina Parsons has started Nature

Bound in Monterey, Calif. The company
specializes in science information
services.

1979
Nancy Burgess is living in Denver and is

the admin istrator for the ABC News
Rocky Mountain Bureau .. . Dennis M.
Lavine of Engelberg & Lavine, Certified
Public Accountants, has been chosen as
the Accountant Advocate of 1987 by the
Small Business Administration. The
Accountant Advocate is recognized for his
contributions toward an improved financial climate for small business firms . and
for civi c and commun ity activ ities, volunteer work. public speech or writings , and
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participation in small business organizations. In 1983, Lavine, with George Chandler of the Small Business Administration, organized the first Small Business
Inn ovative Research (SBIR) Conference ... George Pflaum returned to San
Diego in early 1986 from the Los Angles ·
area. He is with Pacific Southwest
Mortgage in mortgage banking .. . Bill
Zemba and his wife, Marilyn , are living in
Los Angeles. They were married in
September 1986.

Savings Bank for six years ... Lt. Edward
Roenker Jr. is a naval aviator flying A-6
jets. He received his "wings of gold" in
1984. His squadron is homeported in
Whidbey Island, Wash. and is attached to
the USS Enterprise. On his first deployment overseas. Ed crossed the "line of
death" off Libya. He is scheduled for a second deployment to the Far East in
October ... Greg and Sharon Clark are
the proud parents of a baby boy. Dwight
Thomas Clark. born on February 27 , 1987.

1980

1982

Diane Hamilton and her husband , Brian ,
are expecting their first child in September .. .Rusty Russell and Yvonne (Van
Son) Russell '82 were last see!1 traveling
Highway One between Oakland and
Agoura via bicycle. "Everyone should see
Big Sur on bicycles." they say .. .Kevin and
Shelly McCarthy '82 are the proud
parents of triplets . born in February. Big
brother Sean , 22 months. loves his new
brothers. Brendan and Ryan and his new
sister, Shannon .. .Carol (Patrick)Adcock
and her husband , Rick , had the ir first
child , Richard Bailey Adcock Jr. , on
October 30, 1985. They are expecting
their second child in August. ..Jil Goebel
and her husband , Randel Castleberry,
started their own marketing and
engineering firm, Origin Systems . Inc.
last fall. Their focus is high tech firms in
the front range area ... Blaine Smith
received his master's in educational
administration at SDSU in 1986. He is
now superintendenUprincipal of
Magnolia School District in Brawley.
Calif. ..Susan (Blitch) Watson is manager
of group accounting for Western States
Investment Corp. She oversees the
accounting departments of six larger corporations owned by Western States,
including Yellow Cab of San Diego and
Ocean Salt Company in Long Beach ...
Tom Kittridge is a teacher at Alemany
High School. He received his master's in
applied spiritual theology in 1986 from
Mt. St. Mary's College. He lives in Santa
Monica, Calif.

Casey Olsen is practicing law in Long
Beach .. .Maryfaith (Reading) LeBeau
and her husband, Rick , are the parents of
Grant Alexander. He was born on
December 9, 1986 ... Lourdes Davis-Tilles
is a business analyst with the L.A.Times.
She lives in Pasadena ... Mary Anne Arena
and Jaime Moreno will be married on
November 7. 1987. They will be moving to
their home in Rancho Santa Margarita.
Mary Anne is project administrator with
R.L. Stollar and Assoc. in Santa Ana.
Jaime works for Church Engineering,
Inc. as a project manager ... Bob
O'Connell is currently at SDSU working
on a master of art history . ..Mark Oemke
and Sue Salter will be married in July in
Pacific Beach ... JeffWard, Frank Brady,
Bob O'Connell and Rusty Whitmarsh '83
are working for AL. Wisdom and
Associates. Inc. in San Diego .. .Susan
Ong is a corporate trust administrator
with the bank of Tokyo Trust Company in
New York. Susan lives in New Jersey .. . Phillip Enright has joined the litigation department of Jennings. Engstrand
& Henrikson. As an associate, Phillip will
specialize in mobile home and insurance
defense cases. He previously worked as a
deputy city attorney in the criminal division of the San Diego City Attorney's
office and as a sole practitioner specializing in real estate law.

1981
Harry Henke IV is a partner in a new business venture in Riverside , Calif. Harry is
w ith Radd Products Corporation , an electronics manufacturing firm where he is
developing electronic entertainment
equipment. .. Gerald Korson is founder
and president ofKorson Publishing and
Graphics . an Oakland-based publishing
firm , and its religious d ivision , Kerygma
Publications. He will complete his master's degree in theology at St. Mary's
College in Moraga this summer. He and
his wife, Christina, have two children,
Michael, two , and Monica Mary, one.
They reside in Concord , Calif. ..Josephine
Bennett is assistant vice president with
Great American First Savings Bank. She
makes large loans to corporations.
Josephine was with San Diego Trust and
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1983
Mark Tunney was elected president of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce .. .Andrew
Totman received a master of fine art
degree ( 1986) in printmaking. with a
minor in drawing and painting. and
taught various art classes at Wichita
State University. Alan is employed as the
assistant curator of the Ulrich Museum of
Art on the campus ofWich i ta State University (home of one of the largest outdoor
sculpture collections) ... Cathy (Collins)
Geier and her husband , Brad , are the
proud parents of twins, Ashley Elizabeth
and Lindsay Catherine- born April 2 ,
1987 ... Lori Murray has left The Gable
Agency after four years of agency experience to freelance in public and media
relations and marketing. Lori specializes
in real estate and development. Lori is
a lso a member of the Alumni Association
Board ofDirectors ... John Cappetta
works for Citicorp Investment Bank in
New York , in the currency and interest

rate swap area. He received his MBA from
U.C. Berkeley in 1986 ... MarkChapman is
getting married August 30, 1987. He
received his MBA from Golden Gate
University August 1986. Mark is territory
manager for American Express ... Penny
Rieker is currently employed as a personnel administrator for Johnson Controls .
Inc. in Milpitas. Calif. She recently
became engaged and will be married in
June of 1988 ...David Ryan has worked
for PacificSouthwestAirlines for the past
two years and was recently promoted to
the position of sales manager for the San
Fernando Valley in Los Angeles. He is
living in Glendale. Calif... Stephen Silver
is cu rrently a stockbroker with Oppenheimer & Co. in Los Angeles. He is
residing in Marina Del Rey .. .Joe Laub
and Helen Vigil '85 were married May 9,
1987. They moved to Sacramento. Joe is
with a law firm there.
1984
Gregory Stocking is a reservations sales
rep for American Airlines. He is also involved with a major world peace organization .. .Chris Easton has been named
1986 rookie of the year for Grubb & Ellis
Commercial Brokerage Services. He received the designation for outstanding
performance during his first year with the
firm. He completed $4.8 million in sales
transactions during the year. .. Marla
(Goddard) Arthur is employed with
Vanier Graphics Corporation. She is the
national manager for the computer products division. She was married to Ronald
Arthur on March 2 , 1985. She and Ron
are expecting their first child in September of 1987. The couple resides in their
new home in Rancho Santa Margarita,
Calif.. . Chaplain James Lonergan was
promoted to the rank of Lt. Col. April I ,
1987. He was selected to attend the Division Chaplain ·s Course at Fort Monmouth . New Jersey from March 29 , 1987
to April 1, 1987. Following the course
Chaplain Lonergan was selected for the
position of Division Chaplain, Second
Infantry Division at Camp Casey in the
Republic of Korea, effective at the beginning of the summer. During his military
career Chaplain Lonergai:i has been
awarded the Army's Meritorious Service
Medal four times and the Army's Commendation Medal three times. He
is a priest of the Diocese of Albany, New
York .. .Roberta Callahan was married in
El Centro, Calif. to Don Webster on April
25 . 1987 ... MercedesAlbers is working
on her master's degree in industrial
psychology at Xavier Un iversity in Cincinnati , Ohio ... SteveAlbrecht has coau tho red The Creative Corporation with
Dr. Karl Albrecht. The book wa s released
by Don Jones-Irwin in April
1987 .. .Charles Palmer Jr. graduated
from Hastings College of Law . He will b e
working as a law clerk in Oakland for th e
Honorable Edward D. Jellen at the U.S .
Bankruptcy Court for the North'e rn Dis-

CLASS NOTES
trict of California . .. Suzanne Sweetanos
will marry Richard Gahart. a Cal Berkeley
graduate , on September 19, 198 7 in
Napa, Calif. After a hon eymoo n in
Canada , they will be buying a house in
Santa Clara. Suzanne works as an
accountant for a development co mpany
and Richard is an engineer for Ford
Aerospace .. .Rick Fisher is a personal
finan c ial representa tive with Home Federal. He a nd his wife, Eva. are expecting a

Alums share
career insights
ive USO alumni recently
were guest lecturers in
Barbara Burke's Career
Life Planning class. Speaking
to the class on their personal
paths from college to chosen
career were :

F

Jackson Muecke '71.

stockbroker and financial consultant, Merrill, Lynch, Fenner
and Smith, Inc. ; Mark Tunney
'83, national sales manager,
San Diego Convention and
Visitors Bureau; Kathy
Kearney '78 , assistant director of development and director
of alumni relations, University
of San Diego High School;
Chris Michel '84 , director of
youth ministries, Ascension
Parish, Tierrasanta; Katie
O'Rouke '85 , teacher, University of San Diego High School.
Memories shared with the
class ... Jackson recalled celebrating his fourth year with
Merrill-Lynch after spending
eight years on the USO campus , first as a student, then
recreation director, director of
athletic fund raising, alumni
director and assistant director
of development. Mark reminisced about "being in the part
of his class that made the top
50 percent possible." Chris
remembered arriving in San
Diego at age 19 with four suitcases and $100 ... Kathy
recalled her goal to be an
accountant and then finally
reaching the decision to work
in education. Katie said she
always said "no way" to the
teaching profession then one
day she changed her mind ,
called home and told her
parents-everyone is now very
happy with her choice of
a profession. •

child .. . Larry DeBell is a projec t manager
with Calfon Construction. He wed Wendy
Carrara June 27, 1987 in Los Angeles ...
Cynthia Geldard di ed June 8 of cancer.
She was buried in Springfield , Mass.
1985

Johnna (Matranga) Howard m arri ed
Richard Howard '82 on August 23. 1986.
After a honeymoon in Bermuda they
bought a new condo in Del Mar. Johnna is
a tax specialist with Peat. Marwick,
Mitch ell & Co. Ri ck works for the city of
Poway in the city manager's office ...
Sonna Marie Solimine and Michael
Joseph Curran '84 were married February 28 , 1987 in Founder's Chapel. Following a ski vacation at Whistler Mounta in in Canada , the couple is living in San
Diego ... Ensign Steven M. Kelly recently
completed the Tactical Navigation Phase
Course at Pensecola Naval Air Station. He
was instructed in low-level high speed visual navigation, high alt itude instrument
navigation , low altitude ground and
mountain radar navigation , and a ir tactical maneuvering. Upon completion of the
course. h e was presented his "Wings of
Go ld"... Torsten Corum is a wholesale distributor representative with Southern
Wine a nd Spirits ofCalifornia ... Kevin
McCord is a loan officer with Four Seasons Financial in San Diego .. .Jesus Jose
Bautista is a personnel represen tative
w ith Mitchell International , Inc. He is
attending UCSD Extension enrolled in
the personn el man agement certificate
program ... Mary Markovinovic , public
affa irs officer a t the Na va l Supply Center,
r ece ntly became engaged to GySgt. Larry
Crutchfield, USMC. The couple plans to
get marri ed in June, 1988. Mary's working on her MBA in marketing at National
University .. .Kathy (Roskell] Blair just
finished her first year at the National
University School of Law. She is married
to John Blair '87. They have a daughter,
Katie Blair, eight months old . .. Mary
Leingang is a systems engineer for Naval
Ocean Systems Center. She has just
returned to San Diego after a one-year
ass ignment in Hawaii...John Calabotta
is an assistant controller with Digital

Source in S a n Diego ...Mark Van Ness is a
teacher at Mater Dei High School in Santa
Ana. Calif. ..Emily Scanlan and Dave
Dahl '84 a re getting married in
August. ..Michael Merica and Linda
(Pozzuoli] Merica announce the birth of
a daughter, Juli a, on November 22 . 1986.
They own and operate a full-s ervi ce car
wash and gift shop in Escondido. Calif.
1986

Craig Yanagi recen Uy became engaged in
Tokyo and will be married on February l ,
1988, to Yuka Takeuchi after a long distance relationship for seven years. Craig
is an account representative for Sony
Corp. of America in New Jersey ... Janine
Mason is a field underwriter for Mutual of
Omaha in San Diego. She received honor
club status with the company based on
her first year production . She attended a
sales ins t itute in Omaha , Nebraska ...
Stuart Clark is with Bank of America in
Anaheim , Calif. He lives in Newport
Beach , Calif. .. Katy Smith currently is
working for the Hotel del Coronado in the
m a nagement training program. She completed one year of the year and a half program and wishes to remain at "The Del"
upon completion of the program ... Gerry
McNamara and Gelan Meskell '87 w ill be
marri ed on August 22. 1987 at St. John
Eade in Chatsworth , Calif. .. Ensign Craig
Isaacson '87a nd Ensign Paul Corliss
were commissioned in the United States
Navy and both will pursue careers fly ing
jets for th e Navy ... Maria Wagner is going
to Chapman College and working on her
master's degree in psychology and also
obtaining h er MFCC ... Ensign Daniel
Madruga was commissioned upon completion of Aviation Officer Candidate
School. During the 13-week course at the
Naval Air Station in Pensacola . h e was
prepared for future duties and responsibilities as a commissioned officer and to
prepa re him to enter primary flight training ... Walter Tv.rner is currently living in
Utah. He will be back in San Diego in the
spring of 1988 ... Mollie Doyle is working
at Coldwell Banker Commercial Real
Estate S ervices and "rows " with Mission
Bay's Epsophobics.
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UPCOMING
JULY
6 - Creative Kids program. A program for kids in grades

two through seven devoted to helping students
stretch their creative abilities. Classes include
sessions in art, science, computers and math.
$55 each class. 260-4585.
18 Alumni Association picnic. 1 p. m., west soccer fie ld .
$6. 260-4819
20- Creative Kids program. See above for details .
31 260-4585 .
7 - University of the Third Age. A program of physical
23 exercise and classes for persons 55 and older. $55.
260-4585.
30 School of Law post-bar exam barbecue for a lumni and
1987 graduates . 6 p .m., School of Law patio. Free.
Barbara Mendelson , 260-4692.
17

state bar convention. Noon . Barbara Mendelson ,
260-4692.
25 Men 's and women 's cross country vs . USIUU. TBA.
Morley Field.
26 Men 's and women's cross country/Aztec Invitational.
9 a.m. , Balboa Park.
Football vs. University of La Verne. 7 :30 p .m. , Torero
Stadium. Fee.
30 Soccer vs. University of California/Irvine. 3 :30 p .m .,
soccer field .

OCTOBER
2

3

AUGUST
Alumni Association board of directors meeting. TBA.
Reception in San Francisco for School of Law alumni.
Office of Hawkins and Newton. Free. Barbara
Mendelson, 260-4692.
26 Soccer vs. Southern Cal College. 3 p . m ., soccer field .
31 Orientation Day for parents of new and freshman
students. 260-4808.

10

10

SEPTEMBER
2

5
8
9

12

Soccer vs.Cal State/Dominguez Hills. 3 p.m. ,
soccer field.
Soccer vs. University of Cali forn ia/Berkeley. 1 p .m . ,
soccer field.
Fall semester classes begin.
Soccer vs . Pomona Pitzer College. 3 :30 p . m.,
soccer field.
Soccer vs. Cal Poly Pomona. 1 p .m . , soccer field.

1011
12

15
17

20
21

24
20
21

Soccervs. UniversityofNevada/LasVegas. 1 p.m. ,
soccer field.
Luncheon for School of Law a lumni in Century City/

Men's and women 's cross country vs . Loyola
Marymount University and Oxnard College. 4 p .m.,
Morley Field .
Football vs. Whittier College. 7:30p.m. , Torero
Stadium. Fee.
Football vs. Azusa Pac ific College. 7:30 p .m ., Torero
Stadium. Fee
Women's volleyball vs . Oral Roberts University. 7 :30
p.m. , Sports Center.
Parent's Weekend for parents of current students.
260-4808.
Women's volleyball vs . College of Will iam and Mary.
7:30 p.m., Sports Center.
Women 's volleyball vs. USF. 7:30 p.m., Sports Center.
Men ·sand women ·s cross country vs . UCSD.
10 a.m. , UCSD.
Football vs. Pomona-Pitzer College. 7:30 p.m ., Torero
Stadium. Fee.
Women 's volleyball vs . USIU . 7 :30 p .m ., Sports
Center.
Soccer vs . Biola College. 3 :30 p.m. , soccer field.
Soccervs . LoyolaMarymountUniversity. 1 p.m .,
soccer field.
Women's volleyball vs. Santa Clara Univers ity. 7:30
p .m., Sports Center.

Boyd shares campus memories from the '60s
(Continued from page 2)

campus for summer training and Sid
Gilman·s troops carried it all away in
their cleats.). ..
In June 1962 I dropped out to get
married and work full-time at the
San Diego Union newspaper in the
photo lab. This was in the old
bu ilding downtown overlooking a
seedy Horton Plaza (which , my
daughter Amy tells me , has been
completely redone) .
I had my last contact with USO
several years ago when I called to get
a copy of my transcript. I a lso queried
about getting a diploma since I could
not find mine anywhere and
assumed I had never received it.
I had returned to school in 1966
and, working full-time at the paper
nights and weekends , remembered
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getting my degree in 1968 on
cond ition that I complete summer
school after the ceremonies for the
final 3 units.
Naturally no one at the school
remained that I had known 17 years
before and I was greeted with skepticism as I asked for my long-awaited
diploma! I don't have his name in
front ofme right now, but a gentleman in Admissions or the Registrar's
Office listened to my sketchy details
and agreed to do a little digging. The
computer stated that I had not
graduated and was short three
credits. For 17 years , in a variety of
state jobs in California, Missouri,
Minnesota and now, Florida, I had
always stated I was USO '68 with a
B.A. in English.
He found my missing cred its by

doing a manual search, issued me
the needed transcript and I now have
my framed diploma hanging over
my desk.
It has been a wonderful experience
sitting down and th inking about
those days more than a quarter of a
century ago. It was triggered by
seeing a year-old alumni newsletter
and I would request that I be added to
the mail ing list. Also , if there is any
interest in the 16 mm films I mentioned to go into the archives or
something, please contact me and we
can make that happen. I truly regret
that I had lost contact and missed
the PKT reunion last year. If a questionnaire was done by the participants , I would enjoy getting a copy
of the compiled information.
Sincerely, Charles Boyd '68

J
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